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Abstract - The High-Speed Serial Interface (HSSI) is a
cornerstone of the modern communications. To achieve high
data rates, sophisticated techniques such as equalization and
pre-compensation have now become common in HSSIs. With
the concurrent increasing of design complexity and
decreasing of the timing budget, the post-silicon validation,
debugging and testing of HSSIs are becoming critical. This
paper presents a versatile scheme to accelerate the postsilicon validation. Using a novel jitter injection scheme and
an FPGA-based Bit Error Rate Tester (BERT), we can
validate and test HSSIs without the need of high-speed
Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) instruments and Design
for- Test (DFT) features; this scheme also overcomes existing
ATE instrument limitations. We can also utilize ATE to
provide a more versatile scheme for HSSI validation,
debugging and testing.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The High-Speed Serial Interface (HSSI) is a DTE/DCE
interface that was developed by Cisco Systems and T3plus
Networking to address the need for high-speed
communication over WAN links. The HSSI specification
is available to any organization wanting to implement
HSSI. The HSSI is a serial interface Flash memory device
designed for use in a wide variety of high-volume
consumer based applications in which program code is
shadowed from Flash memory into embedded or external
RAM for execution. The flexible erase architecture of the
AT25DF081A, with its erase granularity as small as 4Kbytes, makes it ideal for data storage as well, eliminating
the need for additional data storage EEPROM devices.
The physical sectoring and the erase block sizes of the
AT25DF081A have been optimized to meet the needs of
today's code and data storage applications. By optimizing
the size of the physical sectors and erase blocks, the
memory space can be used much more efficiently.
Because certain code modules and data storage segments
must reside by themselves in their own protected sectors,
the wasted and unused memory space that occurs with
large sectored and large block erase Flash memory devices
can be greatly reduced. This increased memory space
efficiency allows additional code routines and data storage
segments to be added while still maintaining the same
overall device density.
The AT25DF081A also offers a sophisticated method
for protecting individual sectors against erroneous or
malicious program and erase operations. By providing the

ability to individually protect and unprotect sectors, a
system can unprotect a specific sector to modify its
contents while keeping the remaining sectors of the
memory array securely protected. This is useful in
applications where program code is patched or updated on
a subroutine or module basis or in applications where data
storage segments need to be modified without running the
risk of errant modifications to the program code segments.
In addition to individual sector protection capabilities, the
AT25DF081A incorporates Global Protect and Global
Unprotect features that allow the entire memory array to
be either protected or unprotected all at once. This reduces
overhead during the manufacturing process since sectors
do not have to be unprotected one-by-one prior to initial
programming.

II. BACKGROUND
The HSSI protocols are continually evolving to higher
speeds to meet the demand for higher bandwidth. One
example is the SATA: when the SATA 1.0 Working
Group was formed in February 2000 to design SATA for
desktops, the target speed was only 1.5Gps; in 2004 it
evolved to 3Gps and now SATA 3.0 provides 6Gbps data
rate. The increasing bandwidth requirements are forcing
silicon vendors to provide HSSIs with higher speeds. In
2002, the highest data rate in Altera FPGAs was only 1.25
Gbps per channel, available in its Mecury devices [1]; now
in Altera Stratix IV GT FPGAs, the rate has increased to
11.3 Gbps per channel, with up to 48 HSSIs on each
device [2]. Another FPGA provider, Xilinx, provides up to
thirty-six 11.2 Gbps HSSIs in its Virtex-6 and Spartan-6
FPGAs, capable of supporting 40G/100G applications [3].
When we push the speed envelope and increase the
integration, many signal integrity related issues arise, such
as timing jitter, noise and frequency loss. A few key
technologies have been developed recently to address
these issues [4]. Pre-emphasis and equalization techniques
are used to compensate frequency-related losses,
especially those related to Printed Circuit Board (PCB)
design due to skin effect and dielectric loss. Pre-emphasis
is used in the transmitter to boost the high-frequency
components of a data signal before it is launched to the
transmission medium. Equalization is used in the receiver
to re-shape the data signal when it enters the receiver in
order to interpret the data correctly.
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Validation, Testing and Debugging Challenges
With the increasing data rate and the degree of
integration, it is challenging to design fault-free electronic
products. As a consequence, close to 25% of all design
resources at Intel are now spent on post-fabrication
validation [5]. It is challenging and expensive to qualify
the HSSI devices, especially the jitter performance,
including transmitter jitter and receiver jitter tolerance.
Jitter is the deviation of a signal from its ideal timing that
may cause bit errors. Total Jitter (TJ) consists of
Deterministic Jitter (DJ) and Random Jitter (RJ). Many
HSSI standards define jitter performance at the BER level
of 10-12, which requires running at least 1013 bits. This
requirement fundamentally limits test speed: for instance,
at 3Gbps, it takes around one hour to run so many bits.
With some emerging applications demanding 10-14 BER,
direct measurements are even further from being practical.
In addition, many settings in the HSSI may affect its jitter
and other performance. A few examples include the boost
control settings in the equalizer, the bandwidth setting in
the PLL and the driver strength settings in the transmitter.
These settings are quite common in today’s HSSIs.
Choosing the optimal settings for the whole HSSI from
hundreds or even thousands of available settings is
challenging.
Debugging a design or device issue is also becoming
more challenging because many interactions may exist in a
complicated HSSI. It requires tremendous amount of
resources in validation, debugging and testing in order to
qualify the design, identify issues, and guarantee the
device quality. Because of the long test time, the jitter
performance of multi gigabit HSSI devices is traditionally
only evaluated on bench in limited combinations of PVT.
Besides the long test time, another reason that jitter is not
qualified in production is the availability of ATE
instruments, especially for very high speed applications.
For example, to evaluate 8.5GHz FC devices, we prefer
the signal generator for the receiver and the digitizer for
the transmitter with a bandwidth much higher than 8.5G
(such as 15GHz), but they are not commercially mature
yet on ATE [2]. Furthermore, there are currently few
systematic solutions that can perform HSSI compliance
tests accurately and cost-efficiently. Most companies only
do loopback tests to check the functionality. Some HSSI
parameters, such as Tx jitter and Rx jitter tolerance then
need to be guaranteed by design. Unfortunately, the
“Guaranteed by Design” paradigm is no longer valid as we
keep increasing the data rate, which results in tightening
specifications, such as jitter budget. The devices can
increasingly fail just because they do not comply with the
jitter specifications. It is hence becoming imperative to
develop systematic HSSI validation and testing solutions
to ensure the design quality and the device quality, either
for use on ATE or standalone.

III. ATE-BASED APPROACHES
ATE is traditionally used in production testing. Due to
its high throughput, there is a trend in recently years to
also use ATE to facilitate validation and debugging. We
propose an accelerated Rx jitter tolerance testing and
validation scheme, where a high-speed Arbitrary
Waveform Generator (AWG) is used to generate test
signals. We present a systematic Tx jitter test solution,
where a high bandwidth digitizer GigaDig is used to
capture the Tx output. Figure 1 shows the test setup.

Fig.1. ATE-based HSSI Testing Solution
The AWG and digitizer are available on Catalyst/Tiger
ATE platforms from Teradyne. Even though [6] and [7]
concentrate on jitter testing, the test setup can be used for
the whole HSSI validation and testing; jitter testing covers
most of HSSI functionality and the other parameters are
straightforward to test with this setup.

IV. NEW VERSATILE VALIDATION AND
TESTING SCHEME
To overcome these ATE limitations, we propose a new
versatile scheme that provides more functionality and
flexibility in validation, testing and debugging of HSSIs.
This scheme accommodates the ATE approach discussed
in section 3. More importantly, this scheme provides an
external loopback approach that does not need any highspeed ATE instruments, such as the AWG or the digitizer.
We use a phase delay line to inject controllable amount of
jitter, a BERT to generate test patterns and detect bit
errors, and high-speed relays to switch signal paths.

4.1.1 Testing, Validation and Debugging on ATE
In this configuration, the Tx output is connected to the
digitizer on the ATE and the output of the AWG on the
ATE is connected to the Rx input. Cables are used to:
 Connect SMA1 to SMP1, and SMA2 to SMP2
 Connect SMA3 to SMP3, and SMA4 to SMP4
This is the test setup discussed in Section 3. The whole
HSSI functionality and most design specifications can be
qualified in less than one second in production. In this
approach, we can accurately control the parameters in the
Rx test signal, such as injected jitter, amplitude and test
patterns. We can also capture the Tx output waveform and
extract Tx parameters in a few tens milliseconds.
The ATE-based solution can also drastically facilitate
the HSSI validation and debugging process. For example,
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if we find Rx jitter tolerance is too low, we can quickly
debug it by measuring the jitter tolerance at different
conditions, such as varying the amplitude of the Rx input
signal, changing the equalizer and PLL settings, turning
on/off the Tx block, sweeping supplying voltages, etc.
All the measurement results are stored automatically
and can be analyzed using ATE software. Using the ATEbased configuration, these kinds of debugging and
validation procedures can be done more than 100 times
faster than traditional bench approaches.

generator, where k is the width of the parallel data of the
HSSI; the other blocks form.
The FPGA-based solution does not need any ATE
instrument or any DFT features. It can be used to test
almost any HSSI and the user has the freedom to set the
test pattern. To demonstrate the BERT functionality, we
used the BERT to test the HSSIs in the Altera Mercury
FPGA device. The FPGA is also used to implement the
BERT. Figure 3 shows the test setup.

4.1.2 External Loopback with Jitter Injection
Loopback has been widely used to check the
functionality of HSSIs. Traditional loopback approaches
do not have the capability to qualify design parameters,
such as Tx jitter and Rx jitter tolerance. Recently, there
was some research that used DFT features or special
modules to verify design parameters through external
loopback [8] [9]. Our approach does not rely on any DFT
features or special instruments; it only needs a few extra
components that can fit into a testing load board. The
approach is especially attractive for multiple-lane HSSIs
or HSSIs with data rates above 6Gbps, where systematic
ATE solutions are not available.

4.2 FPGA-based Bit Error Detection
We use high-speed digital channels on ATE to compare
the Rx recovered parallel data with expected data and then
record bit errors. There are two limitations for this
approach. First, it is very difficult to achieve
synchronization between the DUT and ATE, as it depends
on some special macros from the ATE vendor. In addition,
it requires many high-speed digital channels, which are
expensive and sometimes might not be available. Even
though some BIST-based approaches almost do not need
any ATE instruments, they need extra silicon area and
design efforts to implement. In addition, we do not have
the ability to change the test pattern once the design is
finished. To overcome these limitations, we explore
FPGA-based approaches. To detect the bit errors in HSSIs,
we can re-use the FPGA-based parallel BERT presented.

Fig. 2. shows the block diagram of the BERT.
A Pseudo-Random Bit Sequence (PRBS) and a k-1 bits
Pseudo-Random Word Sequence (PRWS) form a pattern

Fig. 3. Testing Setup to verify BERT functionality
In the testing setup, the data width of the BERT is 8
bits. The glue logic is developed to interface the BERT
and the HSSI. The Error/Slip Injection block inserts errors
or word slips for the purpose of demonstrating the BERT
functionalities. The 8B10B encoder encodes the 8-bit
sequences to 10-bit sequences to ensure enough bit
transitions in the serial data for date recovery. A FIFO is
used to ensure that there is always data ready for
transmission after the testing begins. Comma words are
inserted at the start of the testing for word alignment. The
8B10B Decoder recovers the 8-bit PRWSs sent by the
BERT.

V. CONCLUSION
HSSI is an interface technology that was developed by
Cisco Systems and T3plus Networking in the late 1990s to
fill the need for a high-speed data communication solution
over WAN links. It uses differential emitter-coupled logic
(ECL), which provides high-speed data transfer with low
noise levels. HSSI pin connectors are significantly smaller
than pin connectors for competing technologies. The HSSI
cable uses the same number of pins and wires as the Small
Computer Systems Interface 2 (SCSI-2) cable, but its
electrical specification is more concise. HSSI makes
bandwidth resources easy to allocate, making T3 and other
broadband services available and affordable. HSSI
requires the presence of only two control signals, making
it highly reliable because there are fewer circuits that can
fail. HSSI performs four loopback tests for reliability.
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